
High-throughput identification of transcription start sites,
conserved promoter motifs and predicted regulons
Patrick T McGrath1,2, Honglak Lee3, Li Zhang2,4, Antonio A Iniesta2, Alison K Hottes5, Meng How Tan2,
Nathan J Hillson2, Ping Hu6, Lucy Shapiro2 & Harley H McAdams2

Using 62 probe-level datasets obtained with a custom-designed Caulobacter crescentus microarray chip, we identify

transcriptional start sites of 769 genes, 53 of which are transcribed from multiple start sites. Transcriptional start sites are

identified by analyzing probe signal cross-correlation matrices created from probe pairs tiled every 5 bp upstream of the genes.

Signals from probes binding the same message are correlated. The contribution of each promoter for genes transcribed from

multiple promoters is identified. Knowing the transcription start site enables targeted searching for regulatory-protein binding

motifs in the promoter regions of genes with similar expression patterns. We identified 27 motifs, 17 of which share no

similarity to the characterized motifs of other C. crescentus transcriptional regulators. Using these motifs, we predict

coregulated genes. We verified novel promoter motifs that regulate stress-response genes, including those responding to

uranium challenge, a stress-response sigma factor and a stress-response noncoding RNA.

The C. crescentus cell cycle and asymmetric cell division (Fig. 1a)
are implemented by the ordered activation of multiple genetic
modules1–4. C. crescentus cells control the timing of cellular events, in
large part, by turning on the transcription of the relevant gene cohorts
only when they are needed5. At least three master transcriptional
regulators, whose concentrations and activities oscillate in time and
space, govern many facets of C. crescentus cell cycle progression,
including DNA replication, DNA methylation, polar organelle biogen-
esis and cell division6–8. Although these three proteins regulate the
expression of B200 genes7–10, this control accounts for less than half of
the total number of cell cycle–regulated genes, indicating that addi-
tional transcriptional regulators also control cell cycle progression.
Besides the transcriptional changes that occur throughout the cell cycle,
global transcriptional responses also occur in response to changing
environmental conditions, particularly those invoking stress responses.
Only a few of the regulators controlling these responses are known11–13.

Most C. crescentus cell cycle regulators have been identified through
genetic screens with subsequent high-throughput global identification
of their regulons facilitated by microarray assays7,8 and by chromatin
immunoprecipitation assays10. Each of these methods involves indirect
inference of the directly controlled downstream genes with substantial
error rates owing to experimental noise.

An alternative method to identify regulons is through the identi-
fication of DNA motifs near the transcriptional start sites of genes.
Genes coregulated by the same transcriptional factor will share the
same motif. DNA motifs have been identified by clustering genes into

groups with similar expression profiles, and then searching the region
upstream of their translational start site for conserved DNA motifs14.
Motifs are often short or degenerate and thus difficult to identify.
However, when transcription start sites are known, the DNA region
most likely to contain a regulatory binding site is circumscribed, and
motif search effectiveness is greatly enhanced.

Bacterial transcription sites have been determined by primer
extension experiments and by S1-nuclease protection assays. These
techniques require separate experiments to identify the start site(s) for
each individual gene; consequently, relatively few bacterial transcrip-
tional start sites are known. With the availability of microarray
technology, simultaneous measurement of the span of many mRNA
messages is possible using tiled arrays. A hidden Markov model
method was used to analyze tiled array data to estimate transcript
boundaries in Escherichia coli to an accuracy of ± 30 bp15.

We report here a method for identification of transcription start
sites of genes by analysis of pair-wise correlation of probe-level signals
from multiple microarray experiments under differing conditions
using an Affymetrix array designed for this application. Because the
potential accuracy of start-site estimates from array data are limited by
the spacing of probes upstream of genes, we designed CauloHI1, a
custom C. crescentus Affymetrix array that includes tiling at 5-bp
spacing upstream of 2,367 predicted C. crescentus operons. Start-site
identification using the CauloHI1 array requires profiles of gene
transcripts under a variety of experimental conditions so that correla-
tion between probe pairs within the span of the same messenger RNA
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can be distinguished. Here we used 62 different C. crescentus gene
expression assays with the CauloHI1 chip from two types of experi-
ments: (i) periodic samples from synchronized cell populations
collected for this study, and (ii) expression profiles before and after
heavy metal exposure13. Using these datasets, we identified transcrip-
tional start sites for 769 C. crescentus genes. Motif searching upstream
of the transcriptional start sites of coexpressed genes (determined by
cluster analysis) revealed 27 conserved promoter motifs, 17 of which
have not, to our knowledge, been described before. Several of these
motifs were shown to mediate promoter activity. Genes that are
coregulated by the proteins binding these motifs were identified by
searching promoter regions of coexpressed genes for the motifs.

RESULTS

Identification of 769 transcriptional start sites

Probe-level signals, computed as the difference in ‘perfect match’ and
‘mismatch’ signals for each probe, from 62 microarray experiments
were used to predict transcriptional start sites. For each perfect match
and mismatch probe pair on the CauloHI1 chip, the perfect match-
mismatch difference signals from the m experiments comprise an
m-element vector. The cross-correlations between each of the
n respective signal vectors from probe pairs found within the predicted
gene and up to 200 bp upstream of the predicted translational start
site, create an n � n matrix of probe correlation values for each gene.
We expect much higher correlation between the signal vectors from
probe pairs spanned by the expressed mRNA for the gene, compared
to signals from probe pairs that are not within the same message. The

boundary between probes with low cross-correlation and probes with
high cross-correlation should distinctively identify the transcription
start site with resolution determined by the interval of probe tiling. In
practice, observation of a distinctive signature for a gene’s transcrip-
tion start site requires two conditions: (i) the gene must exhibit a
range of different response levels over the experimental dataset, and
(ii) the probe signals must be adequately above random experimental
noise and spurious signals from probe cross-hybridization.

The color-coded display of the probe correlation values produces a
striking visualization of the boundary of the correlated probes
(Fig. 1b). The most upstream probe pair is the first index of the
correlation matrix. High correlation is red, and the boundary
(between probes 17 and 18) of the large red square (between probes
18 and 67) corresponds to the known ftsZ transcriptional start site16.
This probe cross-correlation analysis method also frequently produces
a distinctive pattern when the gene has multiple start sites so that
individual start-site locations can be identified (see below).

A Matlab program, transcriptional start identification (TSI) pro-
gram, was applied separately to the cell cycle and the metal-response
datasets, resulting in start-site predictions for 323 genes from the cell
cycle data and for 645 genes from the metal stress data (Fig. 1c;
correlation data for each of these genes are available in T1 and T2
at http://www.stanford.edu/group/caulobacter/startsite/, (startsite)).
For 199 genes, start sites were predicted from both datasets. Altogether,
there are reliable start-site predictions for 769 C. crescentus genes. Start-
site predictions for 65% of the 199 genes with predictions from both
datasets agreed with each other within 5 bp. For 9, the predictions were
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Figure 1 Transcriptional start-site identification. (a) C. crescentus executes a complex development program each cell cycle to produce an asymmetric cell

division. The motile swarmer cell has a single polar flagellum and multiple pili, and chromosome replication is blocked. Swarmer cells differentiate into
stalked cells by ejecting the flagellum, retracting the pili, growing a stalk at the previously flagellated pole and initiating chromosome replication. About

halfway through chromosome replication, biogenesis of a new flagellum and pili at the pole opposite the stalk starts. After completion of chromosome

replication and segregation, the cell divides asymmetrically into the swarmer and stalked progeny cells. (b) Correlation matrix of the ftsZ (CC2540) gene.

The color of the square at (i,j) encodes the correlation between signals from probe i and probe j across 13 samples from cell-cycle synchronized

C. crescentus cells. Probe indices are ordered from 5¢ to 3¢ with the most upstream probe labeled 1. The boundary between probe 17 and 18 (black line)

is the location of a transcriptional start site. The biochemically identified transcriptional start site of ftsZ and the sequence of the 17th and 18th probe are

shown at the top. (c) Start-site predictions from two experiment classes. Two C. crescentus datasets, one measuring the cell cycle transcriptional variation

and another measuring stress response to heavy metal exposure, were analyzed. We made 323 start-site predictions from the cell cycle data and 645

predictions were made from the stress response data, yielding start-site predictions for 769 genes. (d) Comparison with biochemically determined start sites.

Start sites for 34 of the 769 predictions have been previously determined biochemically. The histogram shows the difference between the prediction from

the CauloHI1 probe analysis and the biochemically determined start sites; 65% are within ± 5 bp. (e) Histogram of the separation between the predicted

(annotated) translational start sites and the 769 predicted transcriptional start sites.
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more than 40 bp apart, probably because different promoters, hence
different start sites, were activated in the two different classes of
experiments (see startsite, T3). For motif searching the two sets of
start-site predictions were combined. Because multiple start sites for a
single gene in C. crescentus are typically separated by over 40 bp
(startsite, T4), predictions that agreed within 40 bp were averaged and
predictions greater than 40 bp apart were used separately.

Published biochemically determined transcriptional start sites were
found for 52 C. crescentus genes (startsite, T4). Thirty-five of these
were among the 769 genes with predicted start sites in this study.
Figure 1d shows a histogram of differences between our predictions
and the published start sites: 22 (65%) agree within 5 bp, and 26
(76%) agree within 10 bp. Although we have used the biochemically
determined start sites as a benchmark, in some cases, the chip-based
predictions are known to be more accurate. For example, our predic-
tion for CC0899 (flaN) is 23 bp upstream of the start site determined
by nuclease S1 mapping17. However, promoter analysis of CC0899 led
the authors to suggest that the transcriptional start site was actually
33 bp upstream of the nuclease S1–determined start sites and that
the 5¢ end was rapidly cleaved17. Comparison of all available
biochemically determined start sites to those predicted in this study
is on startsite, T4.
Figure 1e shows a histogram of the distance of the predicted

transcriptional start sites from the predicted translational start
site. The majority of predictions (72%) fall between –80 and 40 bp
(the three highest bars). The 64 genes with predicted start sites
greater than 40 bp downstream of the predicted translational start

may indicate inaccurate start-codon predictions. Some of the 150
genes with large 5¢ UTRs (480 bp) could be post-transcriptionally
regulated through sRNA regulation or as riboswitches regulated
by metabolites.

Multiple start sites

In 45 of the 769 genes with start-site predictions, probe pairs
immediately upstream of the predicted transcriptional start-site
boundary are highly correlated with each other, but not with probe
pairs within the gene. This produces adjacent squares (that is, adjacent
probe sets) with high internal correlation. Figure 2a illustrates this for
rcdA18. This pattern results from genes transcribed from multiple start
sites. The level of correlation between probes in each square depends
on the correlation between the expression profiles from the two
promoters for the experimental conditions. To verify this, the rcdA
transcriptional start sites were determined by primer extension.
Different mRNA subspecies not present in an rcdA deletion strain
were observed (Fig. 2b). The primer used for primer extension
experiments lies within a portion of the rcdA coding region that is
absent in the rcdA deletion strain. The two start sites found between
probes 46/47 and 65/66 (Fig. 2b) are consistent with the correlation
matrix predictions (Fig. 2a). The third start site identified by primer
extension is B400 bp upstream of rcdA. Two other genes (clpX and
dnaN) independently known to have multiple +1 sites19,20 have
multiple squares in their correlation matrix images consistent with
the biochemically determined start sites (Supplementary Fig. 1
online). The CC2510 gene has two widely separated start sites with

Figure 2 Genes with multiple start sites.

(a) Genes transcribed from multiple

transcriptional start sites have a distinctively

patterned correlation diagram. The correlation

matrix diagram is for rcdA (CC3295). The

diagram shows cell cycle data for probe pairs

interior to the gene to 500 bp upstream of the

predicted translational start site. The boundaries
(black lines between probes 46 and 47 and

between probes 65 and 66) are the result of

multiple transcriptional start sites. Group 3

probes (indices 67–104) are most highly cross-

correlated. Group 2 probes (indices 47–66) are

cross-correlated, but not correlated with group 3

probes. (b) Primer extension analysis shows that

rcdA has three promoter start sites, two of which

match the location of the boundaries (PrcdA2 and

PrcdA3). The nucleotide sequences of the regions

surrounding PrcdA2 and PrcdA3 and related probes

are above. The sequences of the two probes

adjacent to the boundaries are highlighted. The

approximate region of the probes that flank the

start site of PrcdA1 is shown as a gray line on the

correlation matrix between probes 17 and 18.

(b) For primer extension analysis of rcdA we

used purified RNA from five samples and a probe

complementary to a region in the rcdA gene.
Wild-type RNA yields three bands that are not

present with RNA from an rcdA deletion strain,

indicating that rcdA is transcribed from three different promoters. Cell cycle response of these three promoters was characterized by primer extension from

RNA samples from synchronized wild-type cells at three time points: 0, 85 and 105 min in a 150-min cell cycle. PrcdA1 expression is relatively constant at

the three time points, PrcdA2 expression peaks in predivisional cells and PrcdA3 expression peaks in swarmer cells. (c) Probe pairs from the three probe groups

created by the three transcriptional start sites (a) were grouped and averaged. Plot shows the resulting average expression over the cell cycle. Average

expression of the Group 1 probes, which measures expression only from PrcdA1, is constant over the cell cycle, so that Group 1 probes yield a low correlation

signal. The signal from Group 2 probes, which measures combined expression from PrcdA1 and PrcdA2, peaks in predivisional cells. The signal from Group 3

probes, which measures expression from PrcdA1, PrcdA2 and PrcdA3, peaks in swarmer cells and predivisional cells. Analysis of the probe signals in different

upstream regions can identify activity from each of the upstream promoters.
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distinctive activation patterns in the cell-cycle and metal-stress
experiments (Supplementary Fig. 2 online and startsite, T5).

The cell cycle pattern of the three rcdA promoters was determined by
primer extension at 0, 85 and 105 min. Transcription from the nearest
promoter (A3) to the rcdA coding sequence peaked in swarmer cells;
transcription from the next promoter (A2) peaked in predivisional
cells; and the transcription from the furthest promoter (A1) was the
same at all three time points (Fig. 2b), consistent with the probe-
level cell cycle results (Fig. 2c). These rcdA results demonstrate
identification of genes with multiple promoters from the probe-
correlation analysis, when the transcription pattern of the different
promoters differs over the experimental conditions. For these cases,
activities of each promoter can be determined by grouping the probes
based upon the start-site boundaries. For genes we identified as having
one or two transcriptional start sites, the activity of each individual
promoter was estimated (Supplementary Methods online and startsite,
T6 and T7).

DNA binding motifs

After clustering promoters into coexpressed groups (Supplementary
Figs. 3 and 4 online) based upon their cell-cycle or metal-stress

expression data, the MEME21 motif finder
was used to search two regions for motifs: (i)
from 80 bp upstream to 15 bp downstream of
the predicted transcriptional start sites, or (ii)
from 130 bp upstream to 50 bp upstream of
the predicted transcriptional start sites,
whereas the BioProspector22 motif finder was
used to search the regions from 80 bp
upstream to 15 bp downstream. For motifs
with E-value o0.01, the MAST program23 was
used to identify each instance of the MEME-
identified motifs within the cluster where the
motif was found. MEME-identified motifs
with E-value o1 are on startsite, T6 and T7.

Fourteen motifs with E-value o0.01 were
found in 10 of the 14 cell-cycle clusters (Sup-
plementary Table 1 online and Fig. 3). These
motifs are either not found or found at a lower
E-value in a motif search of the entire set of the
450 genes, confirming the advantage of clus-
tering the genes into coexpressed groups before
motif searching. We confirmed that 3 motifs,
cc_2, cc_3 and cc_7, mediate promoter activity
(Supplementary Figs. 5–7 online). The pro-
moter regions of a novel class of small RNAs
(sRNAs) contain a highly conserved cc_2 motif
required for stress response–activation of the
promoter (Supplementary Fig. 5). The cc_3
motif is the promoter site for the C. crescentus
FixK global transcriptional regulator of
respiration, present in multiple promoters in
the FixK regulon12 (Supplementary Fig. 6).
The promoter region of the CC2883 gene
encoding the ECF sigma factor SigU contains
the cc_7 motif. Changes of conserved bases in
the sigU cc_7 promoter motif abolish promo-
ter activity (Supplementary Fig. 7). Sequences
and functions of selected motifs are in Table 1.
Analysis of another newly identified motif
provided valuable insight into the control of

temporally regulated genes. Gene cluster cc_g, activated in the early
predivisional cell, includes genes with a novel highly conserved
14-base pair motif, cc_9, upstream of a CtrA binding site9, motif
cc_10 (Fig. 3). The genes in the cc_g cluster are involved in polar
organelle biogenesis. We predict that cc_9 contributes to fine tuning of
the time of expression of this gene cohort. Promoter regions (190)
containing at least one of the 14 motifs and their locations are on
startsite, T7.

Using MEME, thirteen motifs with an E-value o0.01 were found in
6 of the 10 metal stress clusters (Supplementary Table 1 and Fig. 4).
Ten of the 13 motifs are novel; three are similar to previously
identified motifs. One of the novel motifs, m_5, was shown to control
the promoter activity of a uranium-inducible promoter (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 8). Motif cc_5 is the RNA polymerase sigma 54 binding
motif (Supplementary Fig. 9). Promoter regions (248) that contain
one of these motifs and their locations are on startsite, T6.

We searched the same DNA regions within the different clusters
with BioProspector. Differences in the motif search algorithms and
implementations lead to somewhat different results. In some cases,
BioProspector identifies shorter motifs that are included within the
MEME motifs; in other cases, the two programs identify different

Table 1 Function of identified promoter motifsa

Motif Homology to identified promoters Gene(s) References

cc_2 TTCAGGC.CCGTTCAGGCGGG

||||||| |||||||||||||

sRNA stress response promoter

element CC1840_CC1841

TTCAGGC.CCGTTCAGGCGGG

cc_3 T

TTGAC.CG.ATCAA.GC

FixK binding site 12

||||| ||||| ||

TTGAC.C.GATCAA.GC

cc_5 GC G

TGGC.CCGGCCTTGCA

flaN s54 promoter 27,29

|||| |||.|||||||

TGGC CCGTCCTTGCC

cc_7 (n12) CC2883 sigU promoter element 28

GGAACC.............G..CGTT

|||||| | ||||

GGAACC.............G..CGTT

cc_10 (n6) fliQ CtrA-dependent promoter 27

TTAA......GTTAACCAT

|||| |||||||||

TTAA......GTTAACCAT

m_2 (n16) G Consensus s70 promoter 30

TTGAC................CCTA.A

||||| |||| |

TTGAC................GCTA.A

m_5 CCC..CATTAC...A..TTAA...G.C CC1891 promoter element

||| |||||| | |||| | |

CCC..CATTAC...A..TTAA...G.C

m_6 (n7) n10 rpoH P2 heat shock promoter 25

C.CTTG.......CC..........CTA..T

| |||. || ||| |

C.CTTG.......CC..........CTA..T

aIn all cases, the upper sequence is the motif identified by MEME21 or BioProspector22, and the lower sequence is the conserved
motif present in the promoter region of the indicated gene.
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motifs. The motifs found with BioProspector and their positions are
available at on startsite, T9–T12.

To determine the extent that focused searching at the transcrip-
tional start sites aided in identifying the motifs, we repeated the motif
search without using the start-site information. Figure 5 shows
MEME results from focused search near the predicted start sites in

coexpressed genes, compared with results from searching the region
200 bp upstream of the translational start sites in coexpressed genes.
The unfocused search identified 11 motifs; focused search identified
27. In four cases (cc_3, cc_10, m_3 and m_4), the unfocused search
identified more binding sites, suggesting that some binding sites lay
outside the target region of the focused search.

160 min 0 min 160 min

Motif cc_1 from cluster cc_a

Motif cc_2 from cluster cc_a

Motif cc_3 from cluster cc_a

Motif cc_4 from cluster cc_a

Motif cc_5 from cluster cc_c

Motif cc_6 from cluster cc_j

Motif cc_7 from cluster cc_h

Motif cc_8 from cluster cc_k

Motif cc_9 from cluster cc_g

Motif cc_10 from cluster cc_g

Motif cc_11 from cluster cc_f

Motif cc_12 from cluster cc_d

Motif cc_13 from cluster cc_e

Motif cc_14 from cluster cc_m

0 min

Genes with motif cc_1: 25
Genes in cluster cc_a: 57

Genes with motif cc_2: 13
Genes in cluster cc_a: 57

Genes with motif cc_3: 8
Genes in cluster cc_a: 57

Genes with motif cc_4: 10
Genes in cluster cc_a: 57

Genes with motif cc_5: 8
Genes in cluster cc_c: 11

Genes with motif cc_6: 34
Genes in cluster cc_j: 84

Genes with motif cc_7: 26
Genes in cluster cc_h: 35

Genes with motif cc_8: 9
Genes in cluster cc_k: 21

Genes with motif cc_9: 13
Genes in cluster cc_g: 32

Genes with motif cc_10: 19
Genes in cluster cc_g: 32

Genes with motif cc_11: 21
Genes in cluster cc_f: 37

Genes with motif cc_12: 9
Genes in cluster cc_d: 14

Genes with motif cc_13: 9
Genes in custer cc_e: 13

Genes with motif cc_14: 7
Genes in cluster cc_m: 17

Motif description Cell cycle activity Motif description Cell cycle activity

Figure 3 Motifs identified from cell cycle dataset. The normalized transcription levels for the 450 genes with transcriptional start sites identified using the

cell cycle dataset were clustered hierarchically into 14 clusters of coexpressed genes. We found 14 motifs upstream of these genes using the MEME motif

finder. The motif name, name of the cluster the motif was found in, sequence logo representation of the motif, number of occurrences and number of genes

in the cluster containing the motif are in the motif description column. If the motif is novel, its name is blue. The average cell cycle profile and s.d. of the

genes in the cluster containing the motif are in the cell cycle activity column.
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DISCUSSION

We used the CauloHI1 chip, an Affymetrix chip we designed with 5 bp
tiling upstream of the translational start sites of the first gene in 2,367
predicted operons, to identify 769 C. crescentus transcriptional start
sites. Using targeted searching upstream of these start sites for
regulatory-protein binding motifs in the promoter regions of genes
with similar expression patterns, we then identified 27 motifs, 17 of
which are novel.

In this report, we exploited probe-level data of the tiled CauloHI1
chip for transcriptional start-site identification. The incremental cost
of designing Affymetrix (or similar) microarray chips with well-
positioned intergenic tiling is small and then the start site, motif
and regulon information is a by-product obtained by analysis of the
microarray datasets from studies done for other purposes.

The 769 C. crescentus transcriptional start sites we have identified
are a 14-fold increase over the 52 start sites previously identified by

Motif m_1 from cluster m_a

Motif m_2 from cluster m_c

Motif m_3 from cluster m_c

Motif m_4 from cluster m_c

Motif m_5 from cluster m_e

Motif m_6 from cluster m_f

Motif m_7 from cluster m_g

Motif m_8 from cluster m_g

Motif m_9 from cluster m_i

Motif m_10 from cluster m_i

Motif m_11 from cluster m_i

Motif m_12 from cluster m_i

Motif m_13 from cluster m_i

Genes with motif m_1: 4
Genes in cluster m_a: 4

Genes with motif m_2: 78
Genes in cluster m_c: 206

Genes with motif m_3: 12
Genes in cluster m_c: 206

Genes with motif m_4: 35
Genes in cluster m_c: 206

Genes with motif m_5: 11 
Genes in cluster m_e: 16

Genes with motif m_6: 33
Genes in cluster m_f: 47

Genes with motif m_7: 13
Genes in cluster m_g: 20

Genes with motif m_8: 10
Genes in cluster m_g: 20

Genes with motif m_9: 15
Genes in cluster m_i: 197

Genes with motif m_10: 7
Genes in cluster m_i: 197

Genes with motif m_11: 11
Genes in cluster m_i: 197

Genes with motif m_12: 7
Genes in cluster m_i: 197

Genes with motif m_13: 49
Genes in cluster m_i: 197

Motif description Heavy metal response Motif description Heavy metal response

+ – + – + – + – + – + –

Cd Cr Cr2 Pb Se U

+ – + – + – + – + – + –

Cd Cr Cr2 Pb Se U

Figure 4 Motifs identified from heavy metal stress response data. The

normalized transcription levels for the 607 genes with transcriptional start

sites identified using the heavy metal–exposure stress-response data and

whose expression substantially changed in response to heavy metal

exposure were clustered hierarchically into ten clusters of genes with

similar response profiles. We found 13 well-defined motifs in upstream

regions of these genes using the MEME motif finder. The motif name, name
of the cluster the motif was found in, sequence logo representation of the

motif, number of occurrences and number of genes in the cluster containing the motif are in the motif description column. The height of each letter in the

sequence logo indicates the bit information for that nucleotide. A small black line indicates the maximum bit score (2 bits). If the motif is novel, its name is

blue. The average heavy metal stress-response profile and s.d. of the genes in the cluster containing the motif are in the heavy metal response column.
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primer extensions or S1-nuclease protection assays. Biochemical assays
to determine start sites are performed on a gene-by-gene basis and are
difficult to scale up to a genome-wide level, because they require
radioactive assays, large sequencing gels and specific troubleshooting
for each individual gene. However, biochemical assays can identify
transcriptional start sites to single nucleotide resolution. In contrast,
our method simultaneously identifies many start sites to within a few
base pairs for the set of genes with substantial variation in expression
across the set of available microarray experiments. These are the genes
with greatest potential for physiological relevance.

In E. coli, RNA polymerase is immobilized on promoter locations
by the addition of rifampicin. After immobilization, ChIP/Chip assays
on a subunit of the RNA polymerase will then determine the location
of the stalled polymerase and thus the location of promoters24. This
method identified 1,139 E. coli promoters; our method is more
accurate, however, as DNA pieces are typically sheared to a length
of 500 bp for ChIP/Chip experiments24.

The DNA binding motifs we identified nearly double the number of
previously known binding motifs in C. crescentus. Almost half the
motifs identified using this focused search method have been verified
previously. We verified the functions of several of the motifs. Many of
the remaining motifs contain either two reverse complementary
sequences separated by a small gap (motif cc_4, cc_9, cc_13, m_1,
m_3, m_11), or two highly similar sequences separated by a small gap
(cc_2, cc_13, m_7, m_10) as would be expected for sequences that
bind protein dimers. In some cases, known motifs were found in genes
responding to a newly identified stimulus that controls the expression
of the transcriptional regulator that binds to the motif. For example,
the m_6 motif is similar to the motif recognized by RpoH25, a sigma
factor activated by heat shock and found here in gene promoters
activated in response to cadmium.

Many of the promoter regions of the genes with identified start sites
do not contain one of the 27 motifs identified here. For MEME-
identified motifs, this was true for 260 of 450 genes from the cell
cycle data, and 359 of 607 genes for the metal response data. Possible
explanations include (i) the genes are members of small regulons
and thus difficult or impossible to find by the motif search algorithms,
(ii) the regulator protein binding site is far from the trans-
criptional start site, (iii) the regulator protein recognizes a short
DNA motif or a feature of the DNA unrelated to its sequence (such

as its flexibility) or (iv) the gene clustering algorithm grouped genes
regulated by several different ligands together leading to ambiguous
motif signatures.

The method described here for identifying transcription start sites,
conserved promoter motifs and regulons using tiled microarrays
enables direct identification of transcriptional regulatory networks.
Although start sites can be found for any gene with variable activity
across the experimental dataset used for the search, the motif and
regulon identification procedure is most successful for genes that are
members of large regulons.

METHODS
The cell cycle experiments using the CauloHI1 chip, the metal-response dataset,

strains, growth conditions, primer extensions and data analysis are in Supple-

mentary Methods online.

C. crescentus Affymetrix chip design. The CauloHI1 microarray, constructed

using the Affymetrix Genechip technology (http://www.affymetrix.com/

technology/index.affx), consists of a grid of B501,075 18 mm � 18 mm

features, with each feature (or probe) comprised of many 25-mer identical

oligonucleotides. Probes are present in pairs. The perfect-match probe sequence

exactly complements the target sequence, and, normally, the mismatch probe

sequence matches the perfect-match sequence with the exception of the central

(13th) nucleotide which is complementary to the central (13th) nucleotide of
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Figure 5 Comparison of motif searching with and without transcriptional

start sites. We searched for motifs in the region 200 bp upstream of the

translational start sites for genes in each of the clusters containing one of

the motifs identified upstream of predicted start sites (Figs. 3 and 4) as

would typically be done in the absence of identified transcriptional start

sites. The bar graphs show the number of motifs found with this search

method versus the more focused search (see text) possible when the

transcription start site is known. Black dots over the graph indicate motifs

that required the focused motif searching to be found.
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Figure 6 CauloHI1 Affymetrix microarray design. The arrangement of

about 500,000 25-bp probes on the CauloHI1 microarray has three main

purposes: (i) monitoring gene expression, (ii) characterizing transcription

regulatory regions and (iii) identifying unannotated transcripts. (a) For

purpose (i), five probes were tiled every 15 bp in the first 85 bp after the

predicted start site, and eight probes were chosen in the coding region
found after the first 85 bp. These eight probes are spaced throughout the

region and chosen based upon thermodynamic properties using standard

Affymetrix design methods. (b) For purpose (ii), probes were generally

selected every 5 bp in the 200 bp upstream of the first gene in each

predicted operon, and every 15 bp for the 85 bp downstream of the

predicted start codon. These probes support identification of transcriptional

start sites or identification of the DNA binding sites of transcriptional

regulators. The five probes selected 85 bp downstream of the predicted

start codon were chosen as a hedge against inaccurate start codon

annotations. (c) For purpose (iii), intergenic regions were tiled every 5 bp on

both strands, small putative genes with no known homology were tiled every

15 bp on both strands (as some of these small putative genes are likely to

be noncoding intergenic DNA) and the first 85 bp of each gene were tiled

every 15 bp on both strands.
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the perfect-match probe (http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/tech

notes/25mer_technote.pdf). However, in cases where the perfect-match probe

matches at least 22 of 25 bp elsewhere on the C. crescentus genome, the

mismatch probe sequence is chosen so that the most central nucleotide is

changed to more perfectly match the similar 25-bp region. For example, if the

perfect-match probe is AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, and if a region

of the C. crescentus genome contains a 25-nt sequence of ATAAAAAAAA

TAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, the mismatch probe chosen would be AAAAA

AAAAATAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. The mismatch probe is used to estimate the

amount of nonspecific hybridization to the perfect-match probe. Standard

Affymetrix control features are included in the array design to support

grid alignment and assessment of labeling and hybridization efficiencies

(http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/other/custom_design_manual.

pdf). Nucleotide sequences of the remaining features were chosen for three

main purposes: (i) monitoring the expression levels of C. crescentus genes as

well as a set of foreign genes that are frequently introduced genetically into the

genome for experiments (such as antibiotic resistance genes); (ii) characteriza-

tion of the cis regulatory regions of the C. crescentus genome (either by

identification of transcriptional start sites or through ChIP/Chip experiments);

and (iii) detection of unannotated transcripts that encode either sRNAs

or mRNAs.

Details of the design of CauloHI1 are at http://www.stanford.edu/group/

caulobacter/CauloHI1/. Here, we only describe features used for each of the

preceding three purposes. For purpose (i), thirteen optimally chosen probe

pairs are in each annotated C. crescentus gene for measurement of the gene’s

expression level (Fig. 6a). For purpose (ii), probe pairs are tiled every

5 bp upstream of 2,367 predicted operons (operons were predicted using a

probabilistic learning approach26) and every 15 bp in the first 85 bp of

each predicted gene. These probes are for use in prediction of transcriptional

start sites or determination of transcription-factor binding sites through ChIP/

Chip experiments (Fig. 6b). For 2,293 of the 2,367 predicted operons,

probe pairs were tiled 200 bp upstream of the first gene of the operon. For

the remaining 75 predicted operons, probe pairs were tiled 150 bp upstream of

the first gene of the operon. Finally, for purpose (iii), probe pairs found every

5 bp on both strands in intergenic regions and every 15 bp on both strands of

the first 85 bp of each predicted ORF, as well every 15 bp on both strands of

small (that is, o700 bp) genes lacking homology to other genes (Fig. 6c).

Identification of transcriptional start sites. Transcriptional start sites were

predicted by analysis of the correlation patterns from 2,513 C. crescentus genes.

These 2,513 genes include the first gene of the 2,367 predicted operons and an

additional 146 genes with 5-bp tiling at least 80 bp upstream of the start codon.

(The 2,513 genes can be found at http://www.stanford.edu/group/caulobacter/

CauloHI1/.) The start-site prediction involved two steps: (i) predict the

transcriptional start site using the probe cross-correlations by scoring each

possible transcript boundary and choosing the boundary with the highest score

and (ii) assess the reliability of the prediction. The score for each possible

boundary is found by summing each of the m nondiagonal probei,j (i a j)

correlations for the probes that fall downstream of the boundary (to the end of

the ORF) minus an offset term. The offset term is specific to each gene, and is

chosen as the correlation value that is equally likely to be produced by two

probes inside the mRNA as by two probes in different mRNAs (Supplementary

Methods online).

After identifying the boundary with maximum score, three values are

calculated to determine if the boundary prediction is reliable (step 2 listed

above): (i) the maximum score, (ii) the boundary average score, defined as the

maximum score divided by m, the number of probe correlations used to

calculate the maximum score, and (iii) the gene average score (Supplementary

Methods). Each of these values must be greater than empirically determined

cutoff values for the prediction to be deemed reliable. After determining the

boundary probe, the final start-site prediction was determined by subtracting

6 bp from the position of the 13th nucleotide of the boundary probe. The 6-bp

offset was found by training on 35 previously determined start sites (Supple-

mentary Methods).

A Matlab program called the Transcriptional Start Identifier (TSI) program

(Supplementary Methods) applied to the probe cross-correlation matrices

for the cell cycle and the heavy metal response datasets implemented

these operations.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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